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0. Introduction

Consider the class B* of normalized starlike functions / in the unit disc

D : { lzl < | } , whose basic results were established by RoIf Neaanl'i'nna

in his paper [6], and. write

(0.1)

The mapping

(0.2)

f(r) : z + az?z + ... + 0*?n + ...

Ani f v+(orr...ran)

associates to each / a point in C*-t and takes B* onto some compact set

Sf; which is called the n-th coefficient body for the class S* . This pa,per

deals with some basic properties of Bf . It will be proved that Sf is

homeomorphic to a ball in C"-7, that for each boundary point o of Bf
there is only one function / in B* such that A"(f) : o and that A"(f)
is on the boundary of Bf if and only if / takes the unit disc onto a d.omain

which is bounded by at most n-L rays

(0.3) Rt : {z: te4oi 1t}r1}, a,1a2
L tm <n. Conlrary to the analogorls problem for the class B (cf. [9]
for example) the situation here is very explicit and elementary. The basic

idea is to consider an analogous coefficient problem for the Carathdodory
class c of functions g holomorphic in the unit disc which have positive

real part and are normalized by the condition 9(0) : I . X'or each n the
expansion

(0.4)

defi.nes a, mapping

(0.5)

g(z) : 1+ Zcrz +... + Zcnzn +...

T*i gå(Cr,r... rC*)

koskenoj
Typewritten text
doi:10.5186/aasfm.1976.0226
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of C onto some compact set C* in C", which is called the n-th coefficient
body for the class C . The basic properties of C, (Theorem A) are due to
c. carathdodory and o. Toeplitz; for completeness a full proof will be given
in the third part of the paper.

Cn is a convex body in C' , hence C, admits for each boundary point
a supporting hyperplane. This fact gives a set of inequalities for a, t ... t an+L
relative to a boundary point (o8, ... , e\+r) of Bf*, . Among them there
are coefficient inequalities for the class B* (Theorem 2) which are quite
similar to those the extendod general coefficient theorem of J. a. Jenkins
gives for the class B. They imply that some sections of Bf &re convex,
i.e. if a0 : (o2, ... , oZ) is a point of Sf and if W^(n\, ... , oZ) is the set of
points (annr, ... , a*) in C'-0 such that (o2, ... , af; , an*, , ... , a,) is in
Bf; , then W*(oo, , ... , oI) is strictly conrrex for each point a0 in Sf
provided that n { 2 Q , and this bound for n is sharp.

l. The n-th coefflclent body

1.1. In this section we will prove the following
Theorem l. The n-th coffici,ent boilg Bf is homeomnrphi,c to

a ball in C"-7 . Ior each poi,nt a on the bound,ary of SI there is onl.y one

function i,n S* whi,ch i,s talcen cynto a by the mapping A* while A;l(a) is
an i,nfini,te set ,in S* i,f a is in the i,nteri,or of Sf . A_(f) is on the bound,arg
of SI it and, only i,f there are d,i,sti,nct gtoi,nts xL, ... , Nm otl the unit circum-
ference { lzi : t } and, positiae numbers Ft, ... , F* where 2T:, p, : t
and, l lm<n suchthat

f(r)- z
tn

TT
1

(1 %i z)-2ui

Giaen the bound,ary point a , the numbers nt, , x, anil F7 a,re untque.
R, e m ark. f takes the unit disc onto a domain which is bounded by

nx rays (0,3),where dj+t-ei:2f,Fi, j - l,...,m.Convetsely,any
rna such rays, L lm 1n, up to a suitable homothety z-->r z, r 2 0,
determine via the mapping function,a point on the boundary of Bf .

Since / belongs to B* if and only if zf'(z) ff(z) is in C, the differ-
ential equation

(1.1)

(t.2) zf'(z) : g(z)f(r)

establishes a homeomorphism between C and B* if C and S* are
provided with the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets of
D . Equation (1.2) implies the following relations between the coefficients
a, and c, in (0.f ) and (0.4) respectively:
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(1 .3)

(1.4)

cL,: 2c1,

2ar: 2(c, + azct),

(n I) a* - 2 (cn_, + ez cn_z + ... + a,*_t c)

X'or each n, n : 2,3, ... , they define a homeomorphism of Bf onto
C,-r . Hence, for some basic properties of Sf, it suffices to study C,_r.

1.2. The following result is due to C. Carathdodory [1] and O. Toeplitz
[t0] (cf. atso l2l).

T h e o r e m A. Cn is a conaer boily in C" contai,ning the origi,n. To
each point e : @t, ... , cn) i,n the i,nteri,or of C, there corresgtonil, i,nfi,nitely
mang functi,ons ,i,n C , ,i,.e. y;L(q i,s i,nfi,nite; but for each point C ctn the
bound,ary of C, there ,i,s anly one g in C whi,ch is taken anto ( by the
mapping y". y"(g) is on theboundary of C" if and, only i,f there are il,i,sti,nct

poi,nts Ht, ... , ,4n on the unit ci,rcumference { lzl : | ) anil, gtosi,ti,ue numbers

Ft, ... , ltr* such that

s(z)
,n\/Lj:l

1 + %j?

L - \* 
Pj'

where r <m {n and,)T:rpi:|. The numbers ffi, Nj, Fj are il,eter-
mi,ned, uni,quel,y by the bounilnry poi,nt | .

Proof of Theorem 1. Theorem A, together with (1.2) and (1.3), im-
mediately implies Theorem l. Since (f.3) establishes a homeomorphism
between the boundaries of C,_, and B,f , by integration of (1.2), the
functions (1.4) give exactly those functions in B* which are taken onto
the boundary of Bf under the mapping A*.

1.3. The implication of Theorem I for extremal problems within the
class Bx is immediate. Let I(a2 , ... , an) be a real valued function of the
complex variables a2t ...t a,, which is defined and continuously dif-
ferentiable with respect to the real variables r, : Re ai , Ai : Tm a, ,
j : 2, ..., n , in some neighborhood -l[ of Bf; , such that lgrad .F'l is
positive there. Then the function J| attains its maximum on Bf only
on the boundary. Hence each function f which manimizes -F (considered
as a functional on B* ) on B* is necessari,l,y of type (t.l). This result was
proved by J. A. Hummel by variational methods of Schiffer's typo within
the class B* (cf. [ ]).

X'urthermore, let .F' attain its maximum at a point (a! , ... , aI) of the
boundary aBf;. Then, from
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F(ar, ... , en) _ F("3 , ... , e2) + 2
aF

/a.,.,ooi r

loi: aj al ,

{ lt 
/a,l })

outer normal vector to

Ru)
j:2

ä #, @3' "' 'ao*) 
o*,1 + '(*?'

t/, I + %.,2s: 
,4r L - \rlti

,tt, %; ? r_ 3 .,_ I+2t+P'f, ZPf :'z-rl-
i:L r %i?' r 

1 t '

rn ?4' ?

+ ',2 t --- tri

+ , (*,a" t llai' ,) ,

it follows that

R"{

and this shows
Sf at, (o3 , ... ,

that, (aF I oa,2 t ... , aF I oo) is an

"2) 
. (Cf. also Paragraph 2.L.)

1.4. If C : (ct , ... , c*) is an interior point of C,, then y"-116; is an
infinite set in C . It is possible, however, to define in a natural way a subset
of C which is homeomorphic to C, under the mappin1 ln. Assume first
that C + Q, ... , 0) . Since C, is & convex body containing the origin,
there is a unique number f > I such lhat t 4 is on the boundary of Cn .

By Theorem A there is a unique set of numbers x, and pj , j : l, ..., ffi ,

l Sm ( z, such that

corresponds to t (, i.e. y*(g) : t C. The function g* : g I t + | - L I t,
which can be written in the form

g*(z) - I

isin C and.y*(g*):6.If 6:(0,...,0) wechoose llt:0,i.e. p
vanisheg and g* is just the constant I , which case may be characterized
also by setting m : 0. Thus we proved

Theorem A'. Toeachpoi,nt | : (cr,...,cn) of C* therecomesponils
a unique set of ilisti,nct gtoi,nts N!, ... , 2tn on the unit ci,rcumference anil a set

of posi,ti,ue numbers Ft,..., p*, where 2i:, <I anil, 0 4m {n, such that

s(z)

s(z;C)- I

is i,n C and, y*(g(.; 6)) : C . The set of the numbers x, and, p, might be

emptg i,nwhichcaseweset m:0. 6 ,i,sontheboundaryof C* i,f and,only
,f >f pi:1. The cmresponilence Cr->g(;q d,efines a horneomorphi,c
mapping of C" onto the subset { S( ; q } of C .
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As before, we obtain from this Theorem A', together with (1.3) and (1.2),

Theoiem l'. Let M il,enotethesetof measuresilefi,neilby m d,i,sti,nct

points %! , ... ,24n on the uni,t c,i,rcumference ui'th ass'i,gneil, gtositiae numbers

Fr,...,t{* such that 27p, St and, 0{m'<n. Then by (l.l) there
corresltonils to M a subset of functi,ons i,n S* whi'ch is horneamorphi,c to Sf .

2. Coefficient inequalities

2.1. Here we derive coefficient inequalities relative to a given boundary
point a0 : (aB, ... , a2) of Bf . By (t.3) there corresponds to a0 a point
fl : ("9 , ... , cl-t) on the boundary of C*_r. Choose a support'ing hyper-
plane at 40, withnormal direction a: (ar,...,d,-r). Then, foranypoint
C : (q,...,cn-r) of C*-, we have the inequality

(2.1) Re <C Co , d.>

cj 
"t , 9o@) ?i, Zco : 1

Since by (f .3) c, - c| depends on the coefficients a, ,a2,...,ai*r,al11
only, (2.f) represents an inequality involving the boundary point o0 and
an arbitrary point o of Bf; . We transform now (2.1) considering that
e - Co could be small. Let g and go be functions in C such that
Y*-r@) : e and' Y*-r(gr) : 4o :

s(z) :2ztl
0

:),
0

dt

T_9t

A

r
J
0

a

I
0

Define

(2.2) A@) ?+..o+g*?*+.o.

where z(ci - "l): jvi, j:1,2,.... Letthefunctions / and /, in 8x
correspond to g and go . Equation (1.2) implies then

(2.3)

Write now

(2.4)

(2.5)

f(") - z exp

&44 
-La(z): fi+

A,L
I... I

.t
(J

,

k2
I

o I ...
{r
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and correspondingly "(") - 6 , i@) _ 6. ft follows then

(2.0) z <C Ca , a): * f nr, (s(z) so(z))+

I f I f-: I å'@) @(z) dz : 
-zlri 9 

rpl fo@) @(z) d,z
2n,i,

and by (2.I)

(2.7) *" fi f ,or r,o, (D(z) d,z ( o ,

where the integration is taken along a positively oriented. circuit around
the origin.

2.2. Choose a variation of /o in B* , i.e. a mapping u *"f" of some

interval (0 , "o) 
into B* such that

(2.8) f": L*tf,*o(e) ,

where /t is holomorphic in D with f t(z) : O("') , and o(e) / e converges
t'o zero uniformly on compact subsets of D . If

f"(") : i o1(4 "i and fr(") : 2 o', 
", 

,
j:r j:2

then a' : (aL,...,e;) is a tangent vector to the curve er>a(e) :
(ar(t),...,a*(e)), 0(eleo at' a(0) : a(e): a(0) +ea'+o(e)
for e -> 0 . Corresponding to (2.8) we have

(2.9) g, : go * egt * o(e) and Q" : e @t + o(e) ,

where Q1@) : [6gr(q de I C . X'rom (2.2) and (2.3) it then follows that

(2.r0) f, : fo@r.

With g"(z):/ioc,(e)zi and gt@):Z!-r"jzi we get, 6(r) : 1(0) +
eC'+o(e) for o*0, where 6(e) :(ct(") ,...,c*-r@)) and e':
("!r,...,c!*-t). If a : (ar,...,u*-t) is an outer normal vector to Cn-t
at the boundary point f(0) , it follows from (2.1), (2.6), (2.9) and (2.2) lhat'

1 f _
Ru 

zn;ttc1z17r1z1d,z 
: Re{kral + ... + k,o|} < 0

for all tangent vectors a,' , i.e. (kr,..., kn) is an outer normal vector to
B-f at ao.
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Conversely, let ft be an outer normal to Bf at a(0). X'or any g e C
define g":go* e(g -go),0 (e <f . Thisisavariationof g, in C.
It infers a variation f" : fo -f , fr, + o(e) of fo in rSx , and & curve
er->a(e) : a(0) I ea'+ o(e) in Sf .Letnowthevector q: (at,...,e*-r)
be given by (2.5) and (2.a) . From (2.6) and (2.r0) it follows that
ne)f:i4@-"1) < 0 for allpoints C:(q,...,cn_t) of Cn_, and
this shows that d. : (r\, ... , il,_t) is an outer normal vector to Cn_t.
Thus, by (2.5), we proved

Propositi on 2.2. There is a one to one correspondence between
the outer normal vectors to C,-, and Bf at associated boundary points,
which is given by the equations

a.L - kn &n-t + Itn-r on-z + ... + ks az + kz

2 o, : kn tn-z + kn-L 0n-3 + + lt,

(2.1 I )

2) or*, : kn az + kn-t

L) on-, : kn .

2.3. The preceding considerations suggest to develop (2.3) into powers
of @ and to write (2.7) in the form

(n

(n

(2rz) R" 
{ *f E@)00, - fo(")

Only the powers @' , ... , @'-r are relevant for the evaluation of the integral,
since @ has a zero at the origin. However, the higher is the order of this
zero the less powers of @ are needed. Observe that by (2.2) we have

(2.1 3) @(z) - gn?n + gn+rzn+I + , I <q 1%,

or cj:cl for J:1,...,Q-l if andonlyif ai:a'l , j:2,...,q,and
that in case of (2.13) we have

(2.14) k(z) f o@) (D'(r) :

We consider two cases.

1o 2g 2n. fn this case inequality (2.L2) reduces to

(2. 15)
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Equality occurs if and only if it holds in (2.7) also. å : (kr,..., k,) is an
outer normal vector to Bf at the point a0 : (o2, ... , ao*). To o0 and k
there corresponds the outer normal vector o, : (ot , ... , &n-'l to C,-, at'

eo : @l , ... , c|_t). X'rom (2.6) it follows that equality holds in (2.7) if
and only if 

n_L
Re (f _ l.o,az : Re p_r@, 

_ 
"ilåi 

: 0,

i.e. the point { : (ct , ... , c,-r) lies on the supporting hglerplane through
40 with normal direction oc . Since, by assumption, ci : cl for 7 :
1,..., Q-l and 2g2n it follows from Lemma 3.5 (in Paragraph 3.5,

with g - I and n -l instead of g and. n respectively) that this occurs
only if e : eo, hence only if a : ao or f : 7o .

2" n : 2 p + t. In this case the residue of i1z7 11121 (02(z) at the origin

is i*E! and from (2.3) it follows ep: dp+t - o2*r. Hence (2.12) implies

If an*, : a3*, equality occurs only if a : &o, because then we are in the
preceding case, i.e. n I 2 (g + l) . Thus we proved

Theo r em 2. Let ao : (a9,, ..., a2) be a bounilary point of the coef-

fi,cient bod,y Sf , l,et k : (kz , ... , k*) be an auter normal aector to Sf at a0

anil let the i,nteger p satisfy the cond,ition Q < n { 2 p * I . If e : O for
n < 2 p anil, e : I for n : 2g + l, then the i,nequal,i,ty

R"{,ä,

(2.16)

holils for al,l, poi,nts a of Sf such that ai: al , j : 2, ..., Q. In the case

that n12g or that n:2g+l anil ep+t:e|+t equal'ityoccursin
(2.16) i,f and, only ,f f : fo.

R, e m a r k. Theorem 2 gives a coefficient inequality which is quite
similar to the one J. A. Jenkins has given in his general coefficient Theorem

[5] for the particular case of the normalized schlicht functions in the unit
disc.

2.4. fn the case n { 2 p Theorem 2 has an interesting corollary.
Choose in Sf a fixed point 1af;,...,af;), | <Q <n. Denote by
W*(o\,...,o2) the set of all points (on*r,...,a*) in C"-s such that
(a9,,..,aon,an11 ,...,e,) is in Bf . Let (o2*r,...,aI): Ao be on the
boundary of W,. Then (o3,...,aon,a0nnr,...,a2) : ao is a boundary
point of Bf; . Choose there an outer normal vector k : (kn, ... ,lc*) . By
Theorem 2 we have (2.f 5) for all points (as+t , ... , e*) in W*(afl, ... , aZ) .
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This shows that at each boundary point W * has a supporting hyperplane,
hence W* is conyex. ft is even strictly convex, i.e. each supporting hyper-
plane to W* contains only one point of W, because equality occurs in
(2.r5) only i8. a, : ol, i : p*L,...,n.

Now we show that W*(ar,,..,on) is no more convex for arbitrary
points (ar,...,an) in Bf , if n) 2 g. More precisely, we show that
Wrn+r(0,...,0) is not convex. X'or this purpose we consider the two
functions

fr(r)- (k(zn))t/n

fr(") - u-t f t(e z)

2 a + 2

- z + -za+\ ++z2o+1 + andq8-
2 a + 2

., - .,e*1 r :---- o2g+l r: a -ä- -f 
Z 

lJ -f

aq
in B*,where 6Q: -l and fr istheKoebefunction k("):zlQ-z)2.
They show that Wzn+t(O, ... ,0) contains the points

(2 I e,0, ... ,0, (Q + 2) I e') and (-Z I p, 0, ... ,0, (Q * 2) I e\ .

But the midpoint (0 , ... , 0, (q + 2) I e') of them does not belong to
Wrn+r(0,...,0) , because for any schlicht function, hence for any starlike
function f(z) : z * azp+rzzn+1 + ... we have lorn*rl < I / p by a result
of Prawitz ([S]) and because I /S < (e + 2) / g2. Thus we proved

Theorem 3. Associatetoapoint (o9,...,a0n1 i'n SI anil'aninteger
n> Q the set W*(o\,...,*o) of those points (os+t,...,qn) On 

""-e 
for

which (o2,...,af;,a,n,,1,...,&,) i,s i,n Sf . Then W*(a\,...,a2) is a
strictly con'uer boilg i'f n { 2 q . Howeuer, Wrr*r(O, ... , 0) 'i's no longer

conaer,
A similar theorem holds for the coefficient bodies of the class S (cf. [7]).
Let consider the particular ca,se that g :n-I . lf (a1,...,e|-r]r is

on the boundary of Bf;-r, then obviouslg W*(o\,...,a|-r), the range of
a^ , is a point. Thus we may assume that (oE , ... , a|-r) is in the interior of
Bf-r. The corresponding point (r1,... ,cf;-r) is in the interior of C*-r.
As was remarked. by Carathdodory ([]), the range of Cn is a disc. Hence,
by (r.3), it follows: Ior a giaen po'i,nt @,...,e|-r) in Bf-t the range of
a* 'i,s either a ilisc or a po'int. Based on a different method t'his result was

given by J. A. Hummel in [3].

3. Proot of Theorem A

3.1. C* is a compact and convex set in C", since C is convex and

compact (in the topology of uniform conyergence on compact subsets of
D ), and y" is continuous and linear.
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3.2. Let 4 beaninteriorpointof C*.Thereisa ,tr, 1> l,suchthat
),(: Q,cr,...,1c*) is still in Cn. Choose in C a function g such
that y,(g) : i ö . Then gr : ).-r s + G - L I D is in C and satisfies
Regr(z) >t - Il),.}J:ence, gt* å isin C and y*(go* å) equalsto {
for each function h(z) : bn+t?ntl * ... which is holomorphic in D, such
that sup,., lh(z)l <l - ll),. This proves that y;1(0 is an infinite set in C.

3.3. Let P denote the set of probability measures supported by the
unitcircumference {l"l: I }.Accordingto aresultof Herglotz g belongs
to the class C if and only if

s(z)

O-2JA

f
J

l+eioz1* ' -.='- dpu, Fe P,
1 eioz

or equivalently if and only if the coefficients c* of g (in (0 , 4) ) are the
trigonometric moments of a probability measure, i.e.

,in, dpu , peP, n-0,L,2(3.1)

9n4JV

cn: 

{

In the sequel we represent points fuL R2* in the form f : (ö, , ... , C*) ,

Q e C , as points in C" , and consequently, we write the standard scalar-

product in R2' as Re {4 , Ct} : RuZi:rZ, el, .

Hence, the norm of 6 is given by lf l : (<f , C>),1, .

Defining

(3.2)

for any real measure

C0') (tou , ... , enno) dpu

(supported by the unit, circumference) we have

Cn - { CUt) I t, e P } ,

i.e. C n is the convex hull of the curve

T: 0 -> (nou , ... , eonu) ,

Let d. be a unit vector:

:I

Define

(3.3)

and

lr(") - max Re { ät
0

0
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(3.4) T("nu ,n) : h(n) - R"{å oo"niu\ .t-r':r t

Obviously T("tu , a) ) 0 for all 0 and oc . Hence, by a lemma of X'ejer
and Riesz, there is a polynomial p(z) : fo * €12 + ... + t*z' such that

(3.5) T(eio , a) : lp@nu)l' .

Let now eo : C@o) , Fo e P , be a point on the boundary of C,. Since
C, is convex there is a supporting hperplane

Re<4-Co,e) - 0, lal :l,i.e. 
?3;*"<e ,rl"t: Re<-|,s,u).

Since Q is the convex hull of .l- we have also

max Re 2a, *u : Re (ös , o()
0 i:L

or by (3.3) å(oc) - Re {40 ,&} :0. With the notations (3.4) and (3.5)
and with (3.1) it follows

2n 2n

[ ,r"" , a) itpo : f w{r,u)|, duo : o
J
00

and this shows that a measure Fo, tto e P, such that C\to) is on
the boundary of C*, is a measure supported by at most zr, points on the
unit circumference.

Conversely, for an integer m , L { m I n, choose ri,a distinct points
ttj on the unit circumference and positives numbers ft, i : l,...,trl
such that 2pr: I . Let the pairs {(xi, pi) } define the measure Fo.
Then fk,) is on the boundary of Cn. In fact, setting p(z) : fl{ (z - x)
we have

(3.6)

But

lp@ou)l'dpo

lp@o')P

for suitably chosen numbers d.j

a,ssume that q. : (o, , , en)

Equivalently to (3.6) we have

. As a positive factor is not relevant u'e can
is a unit vect'or and this implies or0 : lr(o) .

then

:Zefu)pi: oI
- cro R" ) å, eiio

j:L
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r{
i .e.

T(rou,q,)dpo:0, and T (nou , q) dp for all pe P,

max Re <C , q> : Re <C@J , q)
E ecn

This shows that f(po) is on the boundary of C* ending the proof that
e : y"@) belongs to the boundary of C* if and only if g is given by (l. ).

3.4. It will be shown now that for a point eo : (ct , ... , c*) on the
boundary of Cn there is only one measure p ^ P such that CQr) : { ,

and then this implies that there is a unique g in C satisfying y*(g) : Co.
Let p be a measure in P such that C(p) : eo . p is canied by some

points %!,...,N*, I {m !n; hence,

Co - F,CL + + F*C*, Iti)0,
where

(3.7 )

These vectors g are linearly independent (because the points %i &re

distinct). Their convex hull coh { fl , ... , e* } Hes on t'he m- I dimensional
hyperplane

m

2p,_ I ,
1

(3.8)

Ct, : (xri, x?i' r.c, xi), i : 1, ..'7rIL1.

the interior of eit'her convex hull, sa,y of coh { C' , ... , C* )
rl fnrrel , : e1 ) , these convex hulls lie on the s&me hyperplane
rn-L : mt-L. Choose a, %Lq, q : I , ..., ffiL, and. write
ra \'' r li ( , Zf lj : I , according to (3.8) it follows thatbl - Li:1

C' , Cz Ct , .. e , C"' et are linearly dependent,, hence

e : it,e', i^,: r,
j:L 1

and contains 60 in its interior, since all the weights Fi are positive.
Let now p' be another measure in P such that e@') : e@) : eo .

p' is canied by somepoints xu, j:1,...,ffi1, I {m, <z suchthat

io-
j:L

where

Since Co is in
a,nd of coh {
of dimension
Hte:24' ntrom
the vectors Ci

fh

2p',_ I ,
1
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Consider this determinant as a polynomial in n. It is of degree za and does

not vanish identically; its roots are ,4r , ... , x*; hence, *rn : , equals to
one of these roots and this implies that the two sets {rar,..,,x*) and

{rrr,...,N!*,} are identical, i.e. the two mea,sures p and p' have the
same support {*r,...,%*}. Their values p, carried by the points oa,

have to satisfy the linear system

,l pi: c^, A : l, .,,eTa

Since the matrix t*1li=I:.:.;,'# has rank ra, the point Co : (q,...,c*)
uniquely determines the weights fu and this implies pL : p. We conclude

that for a boundary point lo of C* there is a unique function g in C

such that y,(g) : (0 , and this completes the proof of Theorem A'

3.5. The lemma we used in Paragraph 2.3 easily follows by a similar
argument as used just ahead. Let a supporting hyperplane to Cn, wit'h
normal direction oc , be given. If the polynomial h(") - Ru Ztt ä, zi has

the zeros %!, ... , Nn ort the unit circumference, then the intersection of
C, with the given supporting hyperplane is the convex hull of the points
( , j : r,...,ffi, where'the ( are given by (3.7). X'urthermore, let the
coefficients c1 t ... t cn be given. With c-n :iu , lt : l, ..., g and co : I
they have to satisfy the equations

*f Pi _ ch,

beöause lhe p1 are real. The matrix (*!)i::t-;''.*,n has rank rn if 2 g *
| 2m. This shows that the coefficients c1 t...t cn uniquely determine
the point (c, , ... , cn) on the supporting hyperplane with the given normal
direction a. Thus we proved

L e m m a 3.5. Let a giaen sugtporting hyperplane to C* tm,ch the curue

l : 0 r+ (eio r e'ou , ... r ennu), 0

in rn d,i,sti,nct ptoi,nts, I 1m ln. A gtoi,nt (cr,...,cn) of C* on thi,s

hyperplane is then uni'quely d,eterm'i'neil by its coorili'nates c1 t '.. t ce , 'i,f

2g*12m.

?4 24L

%2 %?

i:L

ij:7
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